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Executive Summary

Report Author: Shashank Rajmane

Hybrid cloud has become an integral
part of every digital journey
The rise in digital transformations
initiatives among enterprises has jumped
significantly in the last year, with private/
hybrid cloud solutions and services
becoming central to these transformation
efforts. Enterprises are also under
constant pressure to reduce operational
costs, including the cost associated with
IT operations. In-house data centers are
a huge expense for an enterprise, and
a substantial investment is required to
deploy and maintain a modern, energyefficient data center. This, in turn, is
driving the outsourcing engagements for
data center managed services, which is a
better alternative and positively impacting
the growth of the global data center

infrastructure outsourcing market.
Enterprises are rapidly changing their
outsourcing engagements, in IT managed
services, to bring about a strategic
balance among stakeholders. As
businesses are becoming software and
data-driven, they need an infrastructure
base that can adapt to the changing
market conditions, be managed as a
hybrid model, and be always accessible.
Most data center outsourcing
engagements now have elements
of private/hybrid cloud and intuitive
cloud management cognitive platforms
enablement.

Enterprise demand
shifting to
As-a-Service
models.

According to ISG Index 4Q 2021 figures,
the annual contract value (ACV) for
managed services in Americas reached
$16.2 million in 2021, with a YoY growth rate
of 19 percent, and 1,076 contracts were
signed, including 10 mega-deals (contracts
worth more than $100 million, annually).
IT outsourcing reached $11.5 billion of
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ACV with YoY growth rate of 18 percent.
For enterprises, cost containment has
always been a driving force behind IT
outsourcing, but in recent times, they
have begun focusing on value-added
activities such as digital enablement —
incorporating technologies such as AI and
machine learning to enhance scalability,
connectivity and sustainability. Bundled
services are also getting more traction,
where providers are delivering integrated
solutions such as intelligent automation
and integrated operations with the
multicloud hybrid environment.
Recently, ISG rolled out the Star of
Excellence™ program, which is loosely
based on the concept of ”Voice of the
Customer”. Here, providers are rated
on six parameters, namely, Service
Delivery, Governance and Compliance,
Collaboration and Transparency,
Innovation and Thought Leadership,
People and Culture fit, Business

Continuity. The scores/data comes from
SOE study that measures customer
experience (CX) with providers, based on a
direct client feedback. ISG found that the
average provider CX Score for the private/
hybrid cloud domain in the Americas
was 70.6 in 2021. Accenture, Hexaware,
Mindtree, Rackspace Technology and
Zensar are the top five providers with
above average CX scores. Zensar won the
overall global private/hybrid cloud SOE
award for 2021.
Some of the trends observed over the last
year are:
Platform led automation: There is a rapid
increase in use of proprietary or thirdparty platforms and tools (by both service
providers and the enterprise community)
for automating cloud operations. AI/
machine learning technologies are being
widely used to create a differentiation in
automating day to day operations, with
the level of efficiencies varying from 30 to
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60 percent. Some providers are leveraging
automation to improve customer
experience, leading to increased revenues
and repeat business.
Growing popularity of edge computing:
Although still evolving, edge computing
is seeing a rapid adoption among
enterprises of all sizes for various existing
and new use cases such as softwaredefined solutions, IoT processing, hybrid
cloud connectivity, firewall and network
security, branch and micro data centers,
Internet-enabled devices and asset
tracking. Edge is also being used to
address the latency challenges in the
present highly distributed environments,
by removing network barriers and bringing
processing to the edge.
Smarter and darker data centers:
Many enterprises are aiming to increase
productivity and efficiency, but with
minimal human resources. As a result,
there is an increase in investments

toward intelligent remote monitoring and
automation, where real-time information
is assisting organizations to effectively
predict and manage requirements and
problem areas, respectively. The goal is to
deliver cost efficiency by reducing staff or
by enhancing the ability to operate for a
sustained period with limited workforce.
AI in data center operations: Although
AIOps is in its early stages, providers
have started building solutions around
it, implementing it in the form of proofs
of concept for enterprises in the U.S.
They are building sophisticated AI
algorithms and programs to optimize data
center performance as well as provide
analytics around resource usage. The
aim is to deliver a clear picture of data
center components such as health,
running status of different processes
and energy usage, which makes it easier
for enterprises to plan and manage their
budgets through predictive analytics. As
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a result, IT infrastructure automation with
AI is becoming essential to businesses,
especially for the ones with cloud-based,
complex hybrid environments.
Comprehensive security measures in
hosting environments: As organizations
adopt digitalization and expand their
remote workforces and hybrid IT solutions,
there is a consequent high demand
for Agile security systems to protect
sensitive data, workloads and applications.
Hosting providers are offering a unique
combination of physical and cybersecurity
practices to combat ransomware and
distributed denial of service (DDoS)
attacks. In 2022. this trend is expected to
gain more traction among organizations
for which security is a critical component.
Most or all providers are offering security
as a part of the bundled deal to secure the
end-to-end infrastructure of enterprise
clients.

Sustainability initiatives – more
challenging and transparent: Enterprises
are looking for providers that are as
committed to sustainability as them in
their strategies and operations. In the
coming years, an increasing number
of providers are expected to invest
significantly in renewable resources and
methods to reduce carbon emissions and
optimize power consumption. In addition,
increasing availability of renewable power
(in the grids) might also help providers to
further reduce carbon emissions.
Revamping colocation business
through edge: Edge computing is gaining
popularity, influencing how data centers
are built and where they are deployed.
As data grows in volume , and moves
across the network, developments in
edge computing are creating additional
business opportunities, extending to
colocation services that can be hundreds
of miles from the edge facilities. According
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to ISG research, edge solutions are
one of the top areas of focus for data
center users; one of three data center
engagements has an edge component
deployed or has plans to do the same
in the next four quarters. This growth
also corroborates the rise in data center
density for edge implementations. Also,
with the introduction of 5G wireless
connectivity, edge data center networks
will expand, further reducing the need
for proximity to end users. All these
opportunities are making colocation
providers invest in edge solutions.

enterprises the flexibility of having cloud
integrated into their current ecosystem,
which is a step toward becoming a
cloud-native company. Containers (or
microservices) are emerging rapidly in the
cloud-native context, although this trend
is also leading to increasingly complex
environments.

Digitalization across
industries is increasing the
volume of data.

The skepticism among enterprises, about
moving their complete workloads to a
public cloud has resulted in the popularity
of hybrid cloud solutions that combine
on-premises data center solutions for
business-critical workloads, and involve
sensitive data, with private and/or public
cloud for non-critical and new/yet-tobe-developed applications. It has given
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Provider Positioning

Page 1 of 6

Managed Services for Large
Accounts

Managed Services for
Midmarket

Managed Hosting

Colocation Services

365 Data Centers

Not In

Not In

Not In

Contender

Accenture

Leader

Not In

Not In

Not In

Atos

Product Challenger

Not In

Not In

Not In

Capgemini

Leader

Not In

Not In

Not In

CGI

Product Challenger

Not In

Not In

Not In

Codero

Not In

Not In

Contender

Not In

Coforge

Not In

Product Challenger

Not In

Not In

Cogent

Not In

Not In

Not In

Product Challenger

Cognizant

Leader

Not In

Not In

Not In

Colocation America

Not In

Not In

Market Challenger

Not In
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Provider Positioning

Page 2 of 6

Managed Services for Large
Accounts

Managed Services for
Midmarket

Managed Hosting

Colocation Services

Cologix

Not In

Not In

Not In

Contender

CoreSite

Not In

Not In

Not In

Leader

Coretelligent

Not In

Contender

Not In

Not In

CyrusOne

Not In

Not In

Not In

Leader

Cyxtera

Not In

Not In

Not In

Leader

DataBank

Not In

Not In

Not In

Leader

Digital Realty

Not In

Not In

Not In

Leader

DXC

Product Challenger

Not In

Product Challenger

Not In

Ensono

Not In

Leader

Leader

Not In

Equinix

Not In

Not In

Not In

Leader
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Provider Positioning

Page 3 of 6

Managed Services for Large
Accounts

Managed Services for
Midmarket

Managed Hosting

Colocation Services

Expedient

Not In

Not In

Not In

Contender

Flexential

Not In

Contender

Product Challenger

Product Challenger

Fujitsu

Not In

Market Challenger

Product Challenger

Not In

GAVS

Not In

Contender

Not In

Not In

HCL

Leader

Not In

Not In

Not In

Hexaware

Contender

Leader

Not In

Not In

Hostway

Not In

Not In

Contender

Not In

HPE

Product Challenger

Not In

Not In

Not In

iland

Not In

Not In

Contender

Not In

INAP

Not In

Not In

Contender

Market Challenger
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Provider Positioning

Page 4 of 6

Managed Services for Large
Accounts

Managed Services for
Midmarket

Managed Hosting

Colocation Services

Infosys

Leader

Not In

Not In

Not In

InterVision

Not In

Not In

Contender

Not In

Iron Mountain

Not In

Not In

Not In

Contender

Kyndryl

Leader

Not In

Leader

Not In

Liquid Web

Not In

Not In

Product Challenger

Not In

LTI

Not In

Leader

Not In

Not In

Lumen

Not In

Market Challenger

Leader

Product Challenger

Microland

Contender

Product Challenger

Not In

Not In

Mindtree

Contender

Product Challenger

Not In

Not In

Mphasis

Product Challenger

Leader

Not In

Not In
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Provider Positioning

Page 5 of 6

Managed Services for Large
Accounts

Managed Services for
Midmarket

Managed Hosting

Colocation Services

Navisite

Not In

Rising Star

Product Challenger

Product Challenger

NTT DATA

Product Challenger

Not In

Not In

Not In

NTT Ltd.

Not In

Not In

Leader

Rising Star

OneNeck IT

Not In

Contender

Not In

Not In

Orange Business Services

Not In

Contender

Not In

Not In

Persistent

Not In

Product Challenger

Not In

Not In

phoenixNAP

Not In

Not In

Not In

Contender

QTS

Not In

Not In

Not In

Leader

Rackspace Technology

Product Challenger

Leader

Leader

Product Challenger

Sungard AS

Not In

Contender

Not In

Product Challenger
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Provider Positioning

Page 6 of 6

Managed Services for Large
Accounts

Managed Services for
Midmarket

Managed Hosting

Colocation Services

TCS

Leader

Not In

Product Challenger

Not In

Tech Mahindra

Product Challenger

Not In

Not In

Not In

TierPoint

Not In

Not In

Contender

Product Challenger

T-Systems

Not In

Product Challenger

Not In

Not In

Unisys

Rising Star

Leader

Product Challenger

Not In

UST

Not In

Product Challenger

Not In

Not In

Wipro

Leader

Not In

Not In

Not In

Zensar

Product Challenger

Leader

Not In

Not In
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Introduction

Definition

This study
focuses on
what ISG
perceives as
most critical
in 2022 for
Private/Hybrid
Cloud and
data center
outsourcing

Managed Services for Large
Accounts

Managed Services for
Midmarket

Managed Hosting

Colocation Services

Simplified Illustration Source: ISG 2022
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Data center outsourcing is the practice of
sourcing the responsibility of managing
end-to-end data center assets to a thirdparty provider. It includes orchestration
provisioning; integrated monitoring; and
management of computing, storage,
database, middleware resources and
other components of the infrastructure.
The data center may be owned by the
enterprise, service provider or a thirdparty colocation provider. Integrated
monitoring and management services are
usually delivered from a provider’s location
through an offshore/onshore/nearshore
shared service center or via a dedicated
delivery center model classified as remote
infrastructure management (RIM) services.
A private cloud is an extension of the
existing computing environment of an
enterprise and leverages the investments
made in virtual infrastructure and

applications. Enterprises with stringent
security and governance requirements,
large data volumes and close integration
of enterprise applications and workflows
needs may prefer an on-premises or a
private cloud environment characterized
by hardware hosted locally at a client’s
facility. IT service providers can create
private clouds with scalable virtual
compute, networking and storage
resources, running in their data centers
or over a shar ed infrastructure, and
configure them to isolate a private cloud.
A hybrid cloud combines the best of
on-premises infrastructure, private and
public clouds. It connects the existing
on-premises infrastructure services with
a private cloud, a public cloud or both.
While combining services and data from
a variety of cloud models, the goal is to
create a unified, automated and a wellmanaged computing environment. One of
the fundamental advantages of a hybrid
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cloud deployment is the high degree of
control offered to the organization; hybrid
clouds allow businesses to leverage the
capabilities of public cloud platform
providers, but without the need to offload
their entire data to a third-party data
center. This provides greater flexibility,
while keeping the vital components within
a company’s firewall.

Scope of the Report
In this ISG Provider Lens™ quadrant study,
ISG includes the following 4 (number
of quadrants) quadrants on Managed
Services for Large Accounts, Managed
Services for Midmarket, Managed Hosting
and Colocation Services.
This ISG Provider Lens™ study offers
IT-decision makers:

•

Transparency on the strengths and
weaknesses of relevant providers

•

A differentiated positioning of providers
by segments

•

Focus on regional market

Our study serves as the basis for
important decision-making in terms of
positioning, key relationships and go-tomarket considerations. ISG advisors and
enterprise clients also use information
from these reports to evaluate their
existing vendor relationships and potential
engagements.

Provider Classifications
The provider position reflects the
suitability of IT providers for a defined
market segment (quadrant). Without
further additions, the position always
applies to all company sizes classes
and industries. In case the IT service
requirements from enterprise customers
differ and the spectrum of IT providers
operating in the local market is sufficiently

COPYRIGHTS. © 2022 INFORMATION SERVICES GROUP, INC. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.

wide, a further differentiation of the
IT providers by performance is made
according to the target group for products
and services. In doing so, ISG either
considers the industry requirements or
the number of employees, as well as the
corporate structures of customers and
positions IT providers according to their
focus area. As a result, ISG differentiates
them, if necessary, into two client target
groups that are defined as follows:

The ISG Provider Lens™ quadrants
are created using an evaluation matrix
containing four segments (Leader, Product
& Market Challenger and Contender), and
the providers are positioned accordingly.
Each ISG Provider Lens quadrant may
include a service provider(s) which ISG

• Midmarket: Companies with 100 to
4,999 employees or revenues between
US$20 million and US$999 million with
central headquarters in the respective
country, usually privately owned.

Number of providers in each quadrant:
ISG rates and positions the most relevant
providers according to the scope of the
report for each quadrant and limits the
maximum of providers per quadrant to 25
(exceptions are possible).

believes has strong potential to move into
the Leader quadrant. This type of provider
can be classified as a Rising Star.

• Large Accounts: Multinational
companies with more than 5,000
employees or revenue above US$1
billion, with activities worldwide and
globally distributed decision-making
structures.
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Provider Classifications: Quadrant Key
Product Challengers offer a product
and service portfolio that reflect
excellent service and technology stacks.
These providers and vendors deliver
an unmatched broad and deep range
of capabilities. They show evidence
of investing to enhance their market
presence and competitive strengths.

Leaders have a comprehensive product
and service offering, a strong market
presence and established competitive
position. The product portfolios and
competitive strategies of Leaders are
strongly positioned to win business in the
markets covered by the study. The Leaders
also represent innovative strength and
competitive stability.

Contenders offer services and products
meeting the evaluation criteria that
qualifies them to be included in the
IPL quadrant. These promising service
providers or vendors show evidence of
rapidly investing in products/services and
a follow sensible market approach with
a goal of becoming a Product or Market
Challenger within 12 to 18 months.

Market Challengers have a strong
presence in the market and offer a
significant edge over other vendors and
providers based on competitive strength.
Often, Market Challengers are the
established and well-known vendors in the
regions or vertical markets covered in the
study.

COPYRIGHTS. © 2022 INFORMATION SERVICES GROUP, INC. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.

Rising Stars have promising
portfolios or the market
experience to become a Leader,
including the required roadmap
and adequate focus on key
market trends and customer
requirements. Rising Stars also
have excellent management
and understanding of the local
market in the studied region.
These vendors and service
providers give evidence of
significant progress toward
their goals in the last 12 months.
ISG expects Rising Stars to
reach the Leader quadrant
within the next 12 to 24 months
if they continue their delivery of
above-average market impact
and strength of innovation.

Not in means the service
provider or vendor was not
included in this quadrant.
Among the possible reasons
for this designation: ISG could
not obtain enough information
to position the company; the
company does not provide the
relevant service or solution as
defined for each quadrant of a
study; or the company did not
meet the eligibility criteria for
the study quadrant. Omission
from the quadrant does not
imply that the service provider
or vendor does not offer or plan
to offer this service or solution.
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Managed Services for
Large Accounts

Managed Services for Large Accounts

Who Should Read This
This report is relevant to large enterprises
across all industries in the U.S . for
evaluating private/hybrid cloud and data
center managed service providers.
In this quadrant report, ISG defines the
current market positioning of managed
service providers in the U.S., and how they
address the key challenges faced by large
enterprises with their hybrid cloud model.
These providers are adept at managing
data center infrastructure on behalf of
their enterprise clients, enabling them to
focus on other tasks.
Globally, the U.S. continues to be a
leader in terms of hybrid cloud adoption.
Enterprises in the region are now focusing
on optimizing cloud spending with
platform-led integrated solutions such
as intelligent automation and integrated
operations resulting in cost savings and
process optimization. They are looking for

bundled services, along with multicloud
deployment strategies, to mitigate their
sourcing and critical infrastructure risks
associated with multiple providers.
Enterprises are engaging with experienced
managed service providers having
strong partner-ecosystem and can keep
hybrid on-premises cloud infrastructure
scalable with a strong XLA. Governance,
compliance, application management,
server downtime, data loss and security
are the key factors impacting sourcing.
This year, service providers implemented
modernization strategy to deliver business
activities in an integrated manner.
Moreover, the focus increased on selfservice and bots, edge solutions, FinOps
and governance, enabling enterprises
to continue their digital transformation
journey.

COPYRIGHTS. © 2022 INFORMATION SERVICES GROUP, INC. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.

IT and infrastructure leaders should
read this report to better understand
the relative strengths and weaknesses,
along with the modernization and
service capabilities, of managed service
providers, and how the advancements
in the market impact enterprises’
hybrid cloud strategies.

developed applications, tools, etc.,
within an enterprise.

Sourcing, procurement and vendor
management professionals should
read this report to better understand
the current landscape and partner
ecosystem of managed service
providers in the U.S.

Software development and
technology leaders should read
this report to understand providers’
positioning, their offerings and their
impact on the ongoing infrastructure
transformation initiatives, along with
the availability and scalability of
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This quadrant
assesses service
providers offering
management
services for private
and hybrid clouds
and traditional
data center
infrastructures.
They typically
offer transition
services, guiding
clients to optimize
their existing IT
landscapes.
Shashank Rajmane
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Managed Services for Large Accounts

Definition
This quadrant assesses a provider’s ability
to offer ongoing management services
for private and hybrid clouds as well as
traditional data center infrastructures
and platforms that comprise physical
and virtual servers, middleware, storage,
databases and networking components.
The infrastructure may reside at a client’s
data center or the service provider’s
facilities or even co-located in a third-party
facility.
Participating companies typically offer
transition services, where they guide
clients to optimize their existing IT
landscapes. Common projects include
large-scale data center consolidation,
virtualization, cloud enablement and
configuration/implementation of a
software-defined data center (SDDC).
Transition services also include expanding
existing facilities, transferring new
workloads or creating new private clouds.

Managed services are characterized by
the transfer of responsibilities to a service
provider and are governed by service
level agreements (SLAs) with penalties
for any deviation. At a broad level, these
services include provisioning; enabling
real-time and predictive analysis; and
monitoring and operational management
of a customer’s on-premises, private
and hybrid-cloud environments. These
activities are aimed at maximizing the
performance of workloads in the cloud,
reducing costs and ensuring compliance
and security. Participants should have the
capability to manage traditional as well
as cloud-native application release that
also include continuous integration and
delivery processes.

COPYRIGHTS. © 2022 INFORMATION SERVICES GROUP, INC. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.

Eligibility Criteria
1. Ability to offer services for
private and hybrid clouds, data

containerization of data centers
and cloud enablement

5. Ability to act as an extension of

center infrastructure (servers,

the clients’ IT organization and get

middleware, storage, and

involved in creating blueprints,

databases) on their own without

architecture frameworks and

depending on partners

management processes at the

2. Ability to provide services within
a client’s premises or remotely

client’s location

6. Ability to provide for a centralized

and preferably through its shared

orchestration/management of

service centers (RIM)

hybrid IT infrastructure

3. Established or emerging basic/

7. Experience in business continuity

standard relationships with one

planning, particularly in managing

of the major hyperscalers such as

a client’s hybrid infrastructure

AWS, Microsoft, Google and IBM

remotely

4. Experience in large transition

8. Appropriate certifications to

projects that include automation,

ensure compliance at the local

consolidation, virtualization and

level
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Managed Services for Large Accounts

Observations
The recent years have seen significant
growth in the context of virtualization
technologies, notably within VMware’s
product suite. With increased interest
around private and hybrid clouds, large
enterprises are beginning to focus heavily
on outsourcing their IT infrastructure
operations to specialized providers, while
maintaining control over their data assets.
Service providers have been able to
provide new services, at scale, and
leverage AI/machine learning-led
automation techniques to bring in
efficiencies. The provider community has
also declared that the costs of delivering
services will increase due to the rising
costs of labor, inadequate talent and
as an overall impact of inflation. At the
same time, they are also justifying these
additional costs as proceeds toward better
customer experience and developing new
revenue streams for the clients.

Most providers are offering these as
bundled services, along with delivering
integrated solutions in multicloud
hybrid environments. This is achieved
by leveraging intelligent automation and
integrated operations, leading to high
business value and large cost savings.
Providers are also enriching their
managed services portfolio by investing
in developing proprietary tools and
platforms. They are taking a platform-led
approach — offering integrated operations
through these platforms for centralized
dashboards, self-service and bots, FinOps
and governance capabilities, and built-in
automation tools using AI.
From the 61 companies assessed for this
study, 21 have qualified for
this quadrant with nine being Leaders and
one a Rising Star

COPYRIGHTS. © 2022 INFORMATION SERVICES GROUP, INC. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.

Accenture helps clients with digital
transformation through a cloud first
approach. It is making industry specific
investments under its innovation funds
category to stabilize delivery in the cloud
space. Accenture stands out for its hybrid
cloud expertise, delivering the same by
leveraging advanced technologies such as
automation, AI and machine learning.

Cognizant is expanding its cloud offerings
via acquisitions in the U.S. (for example,
Linium, Bright Wolf) — with a focus on
digital engineering, AI and IoT — to
enhance the digital transformation
journey for large enterprise clients. It
stands out for its partner network and
has invested heavily in nearshore delivery
capabilities.

Capgemini has been strengthening its
capabilities through multiple acquisitions
(for example, Altran, RXP Services and
Empired) to gain competencies in the
hybrid cloud domain. It has launched joint
solutions with hyperscalers: Factory of
the Future with Microsoft and the DCM
program and Janus with AWS to deliver
industrialized offerings with automation
and integration.

HCL serves its significant client base
through regional delivery centers in
the U.S. Its CloudSmart platform is
accelerating multicloud adoption
and delivering business outcomes,
with a focus on next-gen data centers
characterized by extreme automation,
orchestration and software-defined
infrastructure.
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Managed Services for Large Accounts

Unisys
Infosys has a strong cloud offering
focused on an infrastructure with
self-monitor, self-predict, self-heal and
self-protect capabilities. It is investing
in new offerings such as SRE/SRM, edge
compute, container management, SDN,
hybrid cloud technologies and smart
campus solutions. In the U.S., Infosys is
partnering with the academia for talent
development and reskilling.

TCS has been investing in new delivery
centers to enhance onshore capabilities
in the U.S. It is focusing on service
enhancements through localization
(onboarding local design consultants),
zero-touch capabilities, and sales-force
optimization (specializing in integrated
operations and proactive selling).

Kyndryl

Wipro is making focused investments
in cloud, AI and automation to develop
new frameworks and solutions for large
enterprises. Its strategic investments
in acquisitions (for example, Capco and
Edgile) are helping to deliver business
led transformation programs of value,
alongside improvement of downstream
pipeline and better access to customers.

Kyndryl leads the managed services
quadrant with its vast experience and
expertise in IT infrastructure services,
delivered to large enterprises in the
U.S. The provider holds strong cloud
skills, large scale and a strategic partner
ecosystem.
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Unisys has been named as Rising Star this
year in the large accounts quadrant due
to its strong modernization capabilities
(acquired CompuGain to bolster cloud
migration, application support and data
governance), strong partner ecosystem,
increased investments toward automation
and industry level offerings.
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“Unisys has grown in the
large enterprise segment
Rising Star and is rapidly increasing its
hybrid cloud services.”

Managed Services for Large Accounts

Unisys

Shashank Rajmane

Overview

Strengths

Unisys is an IT services and
consulting firm headquartered in
Pennsylvania. It generates majority
of its revenue from the U.S., with
managed services as its largest
business segment. It has strong
modernization capabilities and
strategic, top-tier partnerships with
the key hyperscalers. In the U.S.,
the company supports large clients
in financial services industry and
also has several federal government
clients.

Hybrid IT led growth: Unisys is
focused on several hybrid IT initiatives
to support clients in their digital
transformation journey. Its managed
services offering is modular and
enhanced with robust automation
capabilities. The company has a
growing data center footprint in the
U.S and supports a large client base
through its regional delivery centers.

engineer, predictive analytics and
self-optimization services to large
enterprise customers in the U.S. This is
with the aim to reduce capacity related
incident tickets by up to 75 percent.

Caution
When compared with its peers,
Unisys has fewer FTEs for providing
services to its clients based in the
U.S, but the company has plans
to increase headcount in this
geography.

Intelligent infrastructure services:
Unisys leverages machine learning to
enable AIOps and service intelligence
strategies, and provide smart resource
management, predictive ticketing,
virtual agents and bots, virtual
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Managed Services for Midmarket

Who Should Read This
This report is relevant to midsize
enterprises across all industries in the U.S.
for evaluating private/hybrid cloud and
data center managed service providers.
In this quadrant report, ISG defines the
current market positioning of managed
service providers in the U.S., and how
they address the key challenges faced
by midsize enterprises with their hybrid
cloud model. These providers are adept at
managing data center infrastructure on
behalf of enterprise clients, enabling them
to focus on other tasks.
Medium scale enterprises in the U.S.
are swiftly moving toward private/hybrid
cloud from the legacy infrastructure and
are focusing on optimizing cloud spend
with intelligent automation and integrated
operations. Their key focus is to opt for
best-in class, end-to-end infrastructure
solutions without any downtime.

Enterprises in the midmarket adopt
first- or second-generation outsourcing
services and focus on achieving potential
cost savings. Hence, they are looking for
managed service providers that have
expertise in application modernization,
cost optimization, DevOps and are
gaining scalable infrastructure through
acquisitions. Clients are looking for
providers that offer infrastructure
optimization and holds portfolio
enhancement capabilities such as edge
and automation.
This year, XLA solutions have gained
traction, which prompts providers to
get involved in creating blueprints,
architecture frameworks, management
processes at their (enterprise’s) locations.
Thus, they can help enterprises relieve
from the responsibility of operations
and focus on achieving their digital
transformation journey.
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IT and infrastructure leaders should
read this report to better understand
the relative strengths and weaknesses,
along with the modernization and
service capabilities, of managed service
providers, and how the advancements
in the market impact enterprises’
hybrid cloud strategies.

Sourcing, procurement and vendor
management professionals should
read this report to better understand
the current landscape and partner
ecosystem of managed service
providers in the U.S.

Software development and
technology leaders should read
this report to understand providers’
positioning, their offerings and their
impact on the ongoing infrastructure
transformation initiatives, along
with the availability and scalability of
developed applications, tools, etc.,
within an enterprise.
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This quadrant
assesses service
providers that
offer management
services for private
and hybrid clouds
and traditional
data center
infrastructures.
Providers typically
offer transition
services, where
they guide clients
to optimize
their existing IT
landscapes.
Shashank Rajmane
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Managed Services for Midmarket

Definition
This quadrant assesses a provider’s ability
to offer ongoing management services
for private and hybrid clouds as well as
traditional data center infrastructures
and platforms that comprise physical
and virtual servers, middleware, storage,
databases and networking components.
The infrastructure may reside at a client’s
data center or the service provider’s
facilities or even co-located in a third-party
facility.
Participating companies typically offer
transition services, where they guide
clients to optimize their existing IT
landscapes. Common projects include
large-scale data center consolidation,
virtualization, cloud enablement and
configuration/implementation of a
software-defined data center (SDDC).
Transition services also include expanding
existing facilities, transferring new
workloads or creating new private clouds.

Managed services are characterized by
the transfer of responsibilities to a service
provider and are governed by service
level agreements (SLAs) with penalties
for any deviation. At a broad level, these
services include provisioning; enabling
real-time and predictive analysis; and
monitoring and operational management
of a customer’s on-premises, private
and hybrid-cloud environments. These
activities are aimed at maximizing the
performance of workloads in the cloud,
reducing costs and ensuring compliance
and security. Participants should have the
capability to manage traditional as well
as cloud-native application release that
also include continuous integration and
delivery processes.
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Eligibility Criteria
1. Ability to offer services for
private and hybrid clouds, data

containerization of data centers
and cloud enablement

5. Ability to act as an extension of

center infrastructure (servers,

the clients’ IT organization and get

middleware, storage, and

involved in creating blueprints,

databases) on their own without

architecture frameworks and

depending on partners

management processes at the

2. Ability to provide services within
a client’s premises or remotely

client’s location

6. Ability to provide for a centralized

and preferably through its shared

orchestration/management of

service centers (RIM)

hybrid IT infrastructure

3. Established or emerging basic/

7. Experience in business continuity

standard relationships with one

planning, particularly in managing

of the major hyperscalers such as

a client’s hybrid infrastructure

AWS, Microsoft, Google and IBM

remotely

4. Experience in large transition

8. Appropriate certifications to

projects that include automation,

ensure compliance at the local

consolidation, virtualization and

level
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Managed Services for Midmarket

Observations
As the COVID-19 pandemic comes
to a probable end, small and midsize
enterprises have resumed spending,
resulting in a rapid growth of the data
center outsourcing market. These
enterprises are looking for third-party
experts that can help them reduce
infrastructure costs and operational
risks, improve customer experience and
manage infrastructure with minimal down
time. Enterprises are showing an interest
in moving their legacy infrastructures
to private or hybrid cloud, for proven
scalability, resiliency and agility — benefits
these enterprises are looking for.
Service providers are helping these
midmarket enterprise clients in planning a
roadmap for workload migration to cloud
environments, in the right way rather
than just lift and shift. A hybrid cloud data
center architecture is the popular choice
for the workload as it leverages the best

of both worlds. The benefits of migration
to the cloud include reduced deployment
cost; disaster recovery; and the use of
modern computing technologies such
as serverless, database as a service,
hyperconvergence, infrastructure as code
(IaC), DevOps and containers.
From the 61 companies assessed for this
study, 22 have qualified for this quadrant
with 7 being Leaders and one a Rising Star

Mphasis
Hexaware has strategic partnerships with
Equinix and IBM to deliver cloud solutions.
It offers a single integrated platform for
complete transformation, with seamless
offerings, including software defined data
centers (SDDC). It is flexible, automation
oriented and focused on addressing all
the IT infrastructure needs of midmarket
clients in the U.S.

Ensono
Ensono has a broad managed services
portfolio, with offerings ranging
from legacy systems to hybrid cloud
management, and with the ability to
modernize/transform midmarket clients’
applications and workloads. The recent
acquisitions of ExpreSolve, and Amido
have expanded the provider’s digital
strategies.
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LTI has been recognized as a Leader
this year (product challenger in the
previous years). Its NextGen CloudOps
is a simplified, scalable, modular and a
highly automated framework that delivers
a value continuum to enterprise hybrid/
multi ecosystems.

Mphasis offers an integrated approach
to enable enterprises in the midmarket
achieve scalable, digital, future-ready
operations. To stay apace next gen
infrastructure services and execute
an effective digital transformation, it
has invested in design thinking and
rapid prototyping, API-enabled digital
ecosystems, technologies, and proprietary
cloud transformation solutions and data
management platforms.

Rackspace Technology
Rackspace Technology has a robust
managed services portfolio, providing
excellent customer support and with
top accreditations from hyperscalers
such as AWS, Microsoft and Google. It
is considered among Leaders because
of its offerings beyond data centers. The
company offers private cloud services at
customers’ edge location.
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Managed Services for Midmarket

Unisys

Navisite

Unisys is focused on offering professional
services, cloud migration and managed
services. It is investing in AI-led operations
to achieve zero incident self-service
and self-healing capabilities, along with
application and data modernization for
U.S.-based clients.

Navisite is the new entrant and has been
named as a Rising Star in this quadrant
this year because of its increasing
midmarket clientele, strong modernization
and self-service capabilities, and the
potential to grow further in the coming
years.

Zensar
Zensar offers seamless multicloud
deployment options to midmarket
customers. Its hybrid multicloud
offerings include advisory, migration and
engineering services, brokerage services,
security and modern workplace services.
It has strong partner ecosystem and is
using new strategies with data analytics
in the cloud space after acquiring M3Bi,
a U.S.-based data and digital engineering
firm.
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Managed Services for Midmarket
Leader

Unisys

“Unisys continues to grow
in the U.S. helping clients
transform and manage their
hybrid cloud assets.”
Shashank Rajmane

Overview

Strengths

Unisys is a global IT services
provider, headquartered
in Pennsylvania. It offers
transformation services enabled
by advanced technologies. In
the last few years, Unisys has
developed client-driven business
objectives and has gained service
excellence by leveraging AI and
other innovative technologies. It has
strong presence in the public sector,
followed by the BFSI sector.

Industry leading cloud management:
Unisys’ proprietary offering,
CloudForte™, is a robust cloud
management platform that supports
cloud migration and infrastructure
management, and has helped
several clients accelerate digital
transformation by providing self-service
blueprints, automated governance and
workflows, automated provisioning,
security, reporting and advanced
analytics.
Strong partner ecosystem: Unisys has
developed strategic partnerships with
several industry leading technology
companies such as Dell, Microsoft,

COPYRIGHTS. © 2022 INFORMATION SERVICES GROUP, INC. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.

AWS and ServiceNow in the hybrid
cloud infrastructure space, with joint
go-to-market strategies focused on
accelerating growth in the hybrid cloud
services market.
Security expertise: Unisys’ award
winning security solution, Stealth®,
is characterized by a robust security
portfolio that offers protection across
the hybrid cloud and on-premises
infrastructure of an enterprise, offering
a zero-trust network. This enables the
company to win deals from clients in
highly regulated markets.

Caution
Majority of Unisys’ infrastructure
revenue continues to come from
the public sector and government
clients. The company needs to
change the perception that it is
a service provider primarily for
government clients and bring in
clients from other industries as well.
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Managed Hosting

Who Should Read This
This report is relevant to enterprises
across all industries in the U.S. for
evaluating managed hosting providers.
In this quadrant report, ISG defines the
current market positioning of managed
hosting providers in the U.S., and how
they address the key challenges faced by
enterprises.
Enterprises are shifting their focus from
CapEx to OpEx to integrate their hosted
resources in the overall hybrid cloud
strategy. This increases the need for
effective and efficient asset management
and cost optimization. Enterprises are
facing challenges in procuring hosting
services from the best-of-breed service
providers. This is primarily because of the
complexity of hardware refreshment and
low business margin in the U.S. Also,
enterprises are witnessing deployment
of VMware tools in majority of the

hosting environment, which is reducing
technology differentiation among
providers.
In the past year, with the increased
service levels and improved quality of
service, several enterprises could alleviate
the burden of operating a private data
center, while still allowing some control
over the underlying hardware and
systems that underpin the applications
hosted. Moreover, enterprises are
seeking investment in next-generation
technologies and tools modernization
with an updated traditional infrastructure,
including high-end computing and
infusion of AI and automation. This,
in turn, is reducing focus toward onpremises infrastructure, while availing
services in proximity for latency sensitive
applications.
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IT and infrastructure leaders should
read this report to better understand
the relative strengths and weaknesses,
along with the tool modernization
and hosting capabilities, of providers.
The report also helps understand how
advancements in the hosting space
would impact enterprises’ hybrid cloud
strategies, along with management and
operation of key workloads.

and systemseven if all applications
hosted by a managed hosting provider
are not under active development

Sourcing, procurement and vendor
management professionals should
read this report to better understand
the current landscape and partner
ecosystem of managed hosting
providers in the U.S.

Software development and
technology leaders should read
this report to understand providers’
positioning and their offerings. It also
helps understand their impacts on the
ongoing software product development
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This quadrant assesses
service providers
offering standalone
enterprise-grade
hosting solutions,
using own or thirdparty facilities
and infrastructure.
Providers are
responsible for
the day-to-day
management and
maintenance of data
center equipment such
as servers, storage,
operating systems and
networking.
Shashank Rajmane
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Managed Hosting

Definition
This quadrant assesses service providers
that offer standalone enterprise-grade
hosting solutions, using their own or
third-party facilities and infrastructure. The
providers assessed here are responsible
for the day-to-day management and
maintenance of data center components
such as servers, storage, operating
systems, and connectivity to the external
network. Ideally, clients state their
application and operating requirements,
and the managed hosting provider
takes the responsibility of provisioning
the infrastructure to keep applications
running with the desired performance and
security.

levels typically considered to assess
managed hosting services are the various
tiers of data centers, multi-layered
security, service availability and network
(LAN) I/O at peak time.

A provider may monitor various IT
assets such as legacy systems and
private and public clouds via a hybrid
cloud management platform. However,
managing hybrid clouds has not been
assessed for this quadrant. The service
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Eligibility Criteria
1. Ability to offer enterprise-grade
hosting solutions using the
provider’s infrastructure
2. Capability to offer active-active
and active-passive disaster
recovery and backup services
3. Technical and financial
capacity to upgrade its
infrastructure and maintain
capacity plans to ensure
hosting performance in
anticipation of an increase in
demand

4. Capability to scale and
maintain dedicated servers
and storage as well as shared
cloud resources on the same
network and management
platform
5. Ability to provide at least five
layers of physical security in
the data center
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Managed Hosting

Observations
The managed hosting market has grown
rapidly since 2021. Hosting providers
have invested significantly in improving
their managed services portfolios and
updating their data center facilities
with advanced technologies, thereby
offering more options than ever before.
Providers have upgraded their equipment
in accordance with the industry demand
for high-compute capabilities. They have
also improved their hybrid cloud support
capabilities and developed modern
mainframe solutions.
These providers have also updated
their security protocols, both physical
and virtual, and prioritized industry
certifications such as ISO, HIPAA,
FedRAMP, NIST and GDPR. These
providers have also focused on improving
their customer service, with a 24/7
support system, and enhancing their
resolution techniques. Hyperconverged

systems have become crucial for the
better performance of APIs and enable
automated provisioning and self-service.
In U.S., it is being observed that managed
hosting is a low margin business, but
continues to be relevant. Some service
providers were seen selling off their
hosting businesses to large hosting
providers. ISG has also observed that an
increasing number of organizations are
using hosting services in conjunction with
public cloud infrastructure to optimize
operating costs. Managed hosting
service providers state that their clients
can reduce operating costs by hosting
workloads that are stable and do not
require the dynamic scalability provided by
the public cloud for all types of workloads.
From the 61 companies assessed for this
study, 19 have qualified for this quadrant
with 5 being Leaders
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Ensono

Lumen’s

Ensono has decades of experience in
offering managed hosting services to
enterprises of all sizes. It is enhancing
its automation and hyperconverged
infrastructure (HCI) skillset, functionally
aligning it to offer customized solutions.
Wipro sold its remaining stake in Ensono’s
hosted data center services for $76
million.

Lumen’s local carrier exchange business
was recently acquired by Apollo Global
Management for $7.5 billion. The latter
will help Lumen accelerate upgrades of
its fiber optic technologies, which will
enhance its managed hosting solutions
at edge locations. These investments
will enable Lumen to offer secure edge
services.

Kyndryl

NTT

Kyndryl brings in its deep expertise
in industries and business processes
through a broad ecosystem of partners
and alliances. Its hosting services
are provided by leveraging next gen
technologies such as AI, cognitive
computing, and cloud. The provider
is aggressively enhancing its hosting
portfolio by building skills and through
strategic partnerships.

NTT has a rapid expansion plan and has
invested heavily to widen its footprint
in the U.S. In the last four quarters, the
company has increased its footprint in
seven markets and opened new campuses
in Dallas, Santa Clara, Hillsboro, Chicago
and Phoenix.
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Managed Hosting

Rackspace Technology
Rackspace Technology has enabled
clients across verticals with cloud-like
managed hosting solutions. Its Fanatical
Experience solution is an industry-leading
support offering, and has helped the firm
position itself as a dependable hosting
provider.
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Colocation Services

Who Should Read This
This quadrant is relevant to enterprises
of all sizes in the U.S., for evaluating
colocation service providers.
In this quadrant report, ISG defines the
current market positioning of colocation
service providers in the U.S., and how
they address key challenged faced by
enterprises in the region.
ISG observed that enterprises are
focusing on reducing their CapEx that
includes ancillary services for data center
management and moving toward an
OpEx model, which involves bringing
in colocation providers. Moreover, they
are opting for an effective infrastructure
modernization strategy and accelerating
the migration toward cloud. Enterprises
are also witnessing increased IT costs
associated with deployment and
maintenance of secure environments for
hardware and services such as building,

power, physical security and more. Focus
toward edge solutions is increasing,
thereby strengthening client’s digital
transformation initiatives.
Enterprises are leveraging colocation
server hosting in conjunction with hybrid
and multicloud strategy to expand their
business. This can enable enterprises
to strengthen their operations for
specific industry by offering unique
upscaling and downscaling services with
increased control. This year, enterprises’
focus is on service enhancements,
collaborations with hyperscalers and
continuous investments in green data
centers.by using fewer fossil fuels and
opt for renewable energy power sources.
Providers are delivering colocation
services in proximity to key client
locations, which can be beneficial for
applications that are highly sensitive to
latency.
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IT and infrastructure leaders should
read this report to better understand
the relative strengths and weaknesses
of the colocation service providers and
how the advancements in the market
will impact the management and
operation of key workloads.

Software development and
technology leaders should read
this report to understand colocation
providers’ positioning and their
offerings, along with their impact
on the ongoing development at an
enterprise level. The report can also
help them realize

the key benefits they can achieve
by moving applications and related
solutions into colocation data centers.

Sourcing, procurement and vendor
management professionals should
read this report to better understand
the current landscape and partner
ecosystem of colocation service
providers in the U.S.
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This quadrant
assesses providers
that offer
standardized data
center operations as
colocation services.
Providers here offer
sophisticated and
secure data center
setup, many carrier
choices, low latency
and high bandwidth.
Shashank Rajmane
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Colocation Services

Definition
This quadrant assesses providers that
offer standardized data center operations
as colocation services for midmarket and
large enterprise clients as well as public
sector organizations. The participating
companies offer community access points
for various hosting providers, system
houses, carriers or telecommunication
providers and end users. Enterprise clients
that opt for colocation services expect
a standardized and sophisticated data
center setup, many carrier options, low
latency and high bandwidth at affordable
prices to deliver rich content or critical,
latency-sensitive information to users
within and outside major metropolitan
areas.

Eligibility Criteria
1. Owns facilities that offer standardized data center
architecture design for colocation
2. Offers high-quality data network equipment,
appliances and connectivity systems
3. Guarantees power density to support current and
future technologies
4. Provides at least five layers of physical security
measures on the premises

8. Ability to offer facilities with traffic exchange
points in proximity to users and clouds
9. Ability to offer disaster recovery and backup
solutions
10. Ability to leverage clean energy sources and
solutions to reduce energy consumption ―
including zero carbon emission and green data
center initiatives

5. Possesses appropriate certifications such as SSAE
16, HIPAA, ISO 14001, ISO 22301, ISO 27001, ISO 50001,
EN 50600, PCI DSS, NIST, FISMA and SOC Type I and
II
6. Ability to securely manage and maintain all the
data center equipment and technology stacks
7. Amenable to SLAs related to hands-and-feet
support and hardware replacement
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Colocation Services

Observations
The colocation market has evolved
significantly in the last few years.
Colocation providers have extended their
portfolios to traditional managed services
that include monitoring and management
of network and infrastructure assets.
Colocation facilities are also being used
by public cloud providers to house their
equipment. ISG has seen numerous
deals in the last four quarters. Colocation
providers are also offering direct lowlatency links between their client-owned
assets and the public cloud. This has
opened several doors for clients to
leverage a colocation provider for their IT
infrastructure needs.
Colocation providers are also providing
customized solutions for networking and
computing challenges. An increasing
number of enterprises are opting for an
asset-light strategy; the aim is to own
net zero data centers and move to a

colocation model that will help bring
about cost efficiencies, along with an
opportunity to access modern data
centers and associated high computing
benefits.
At the same time, environmental, social
and governance (ESG) mandates,
sustainability and green initiatives
have not been priorities for U.S.-based
colocation providers; most have diverted
their focus from reducing carbon footprint
to expanding their data center footprint
and building advanced colocation
properties. Only a few providers are
committed to leveraging renewable energy
to power their data centers and have a
zero-carbon policy.
From the 61 companies assessed for this
study, 21 have qualified for this quadrant
with 7 being Leaders and one a Rising Star
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CoreSite

Cyxtera

CoreSite offers highly reliable and highuptime data center campuses (with
99.9999 percent) across the U.S. The
company is expanding its data center
footprint in markets such as Silicon
Valley, where it is building a 34-megawatt,
200,000 square foot data center.

Cyxtera is expanding its capacity through
existing and new data centers. It recently
launched new facilities in the Silicon
Valley and Chicago. The firm delivers a
secure platform (FedRAMP ready status)
with an easy-to-use customer portal that
automates much of the provisioning
process and reduces time-to-market.

CyrusOne
CyrusOne offers flexible colocation
solutions with proven, leading-edge
technologies and has built several
large-scale facilities within six months. It
leverages partner solutions to provide lowcost connectivity to top cloud providers
and enables clients to overcome capacity
constraints.

DataBank
DataBank has recently acquired four
existing Texas-based data centers, from
CyrusOne, for $670 million to strengthen
its edge infrastructure footprint. The
provider is also building new facilities in
Irvine, California and Northern Virginia,
while expanding the capacities of existing
data centers in San Diego and Las Vegas.
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Colocation Services

Digital Realty

QTS Realty Trust Inc.

Digital Realty has grown rapidly over the
years and currently has 77 data centers in
the U.S. The provider offers uptime of five
9s (99.999 percent) and has strengthened
its colocation capabilities globally with
its acquisition spree (for example, Teraco
in South Africa), which has enabled it to
better serve clients.

QTS Realty has transitioned from Rising
Star to a Leader this year primarily
because of factors such as growing
customer base, expanding data center
footprint, green initiatives and edge
computing solution offerings.

Equinix

NTT is identified as a Rising Star this year,
and is one of the few providers offering
Tier 4 data center facilities. NTT promotes
itself as a carrier neutral operator, offering
access to multiple cloud providers with
reliable, scalable, and customizable data
centers.

Equinix continues to be one of the leading
colocation providers, delivering end-toend digital infrastructure platforms with
world-class data centers to enterprises
and providers of all sizes in the U.S. It
has invested more than $30 billion in
establishing a large global footprint of data
centers.

NTT Ltd.
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Appendix

Methodology & Team

The ISG Provider Lens 2022 – NextGen Private/Hybrid Cloud - Data Center
Solutions & Services research study
analyzes the relevant software vendors/
service providers in the global market,
based on a multi-phased research and
analysis process, and positions these
providers based on the ISG Research
methodology.
Lead Author:
Shashank Rajmane
Editors:
Ipshita Sengupta
Research Analysts:
Chandra Shekhar Sharma
Data Analyst:
Vijaykumar Goud
Quality & Consistency Advisors:
Anay Nawathe, Bernie Hocker,
Rob Brindley
Project Manager:
Ravi Ranjan

Information Services Group Inc. is
solely responsible for the content of
this report. Unless otherwise cited,
all content, including illustrations,
research, conclusions, assertions and
positions contained in this report were
developed by, and are the sole property of
Information Services Group Inc.
The research and analysis presented in
this report includes research from the
ISG Provider Lens program, ongoing ISG
Research programs, interviews with ISG
advisors, briefings with services providers
and analysis of publicly available market
information from multiple sources. The
data collected for this report represents
information that ISG believes to be
current as of June 2022, for providers
who actively participated as well as for
providers who did not. ISG recognizes that
many mergers and acquisitions have taken
place since that time, but those changes
are not reflected in this report.

The study was divided into the
following steps:
1. Definition of Next-Gen Private/
Hybrid Cloud - Data Center
Solutions & Services market
2. Use of questionnaire-based
surveys of service providers/
vendor across all trend topics

6. Detailed analysis & evaluation
of services & service
documentation based on the
facts & figures received from
providers & other sources.
7. Use of the following key
evaluation criteria:
* Strategy & vision

3. Interactive discussions with
service providers/vendors on
capabilities & use cases

* Tech Innovation

4. Leverage ISG’s internal
databases & advisor
knowledge & experience
(wherever applicable)

* Sales and partner landscape

5. Use of Star of Excellence
CX-Data

* CX and Recommendation

* Brand awareness and
presence in the market
* Breadth and depth of
portfolio of services offered

All revenue references are in U.S. dollars
($US) unless noted.
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Author & Editor Biographies

Author

Research Analyst

The study was divided into the
following steps:

Shashank Rajmane
Principal Analyst and Manager
Shashank Rajmane has more than
a decade of market research and
intelligence experience, and has led
the ISG Provider Lens™ studies —
Public Cloud Services & Solutions,
and Private/Hybrid Cloud & Data
Center Outsourcing Services. He leads
the efforts for the U.S. geography
along with global geography reports.
Shashank also has been part of many
consulting engagements and helps
ISG’s enterprise clients select the
right service providers and vendors
based on their IT buying requirements.
He is also responsible for authoring

whitepapers, thought leadership
papers, briefing notes, blogs and
service provider intelligence reports,
especially in the next-generation cloud
and infrastructure services domain.
He has also authored several research
papers on best practices for choosing
cloud vendors and cloud management
platforms, along with delivering
strategy workshops.
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6. Detailed analysis & evaluation
of services & service
documentation based on the
1. Definition of Life Sciences
facts & figures received from
Digital Services market
providers & other sources.
Chandra Shekhar Sharma
2. Use of questionnaire-based
Research Specialist
7. Use of the following key
surveys of service providers/
evaluation
Chandra
Shekhar
Sharma
is a Research
industry.
Prior tocriteria:
this role, he has been
vendor
across
all trend
topics
Specialist at ISG and is responsible
associated with several custom market
* Strategy & vision
3. Interactive discussions with
for supporting ISG Provider Lens™
service
providers/vendors
on
studies
on Private
Hybrid Cloud and
Public
Cloud Data&Center
Solution and
capabilities
use cases
Services. He supports the lead analysts
4.
Leverage
ISG’sininternal
of multiple
regions
the research
databases
& advisor
process
and authors
the global
summary
report. &
Shekhar
is responsible
knowledge
experience
for (wherever
delivering enterprise’
perspective
applicable)
for IPL and collaborates with analyst,
5.
Use ofand
Star
of Excellence
advisors,
enterprise
clients on
various
ad-hoc research requests.
CX-Data
He comes with 8 years of research
and consulting experience into IT

and procurement research firms, in
* Tech
which
he hasInnovation
delivered actionable
insights and recommendations around
* Brand awareness and
market sizing & forecasting, industry
presence
in the procurement
market
level trends
and drivers,
best
sourcing
models
and
* practices,
Sales and
partner
landscape
strategy, competitive benchmarking,
* Breadth
and depth
of
market
share analysis
and vendor
landscape
for industry
verticals
such as
portfolio
of services
offered
IT hardware, IT services, transportation
CX and Recommendation
and* warehousing.
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Author & Editor Biographies

IPL Product Owner

Jan Erik Aase
Partner and Global Head – ISG Provider Lens™
Mr. Aase brings extensive experience
in the implementation and research of
service integration and management
of both IT and business processes.
With over 35 years of experience, he
is highly skilled at analyzing vendor
governance trends and methodologies,
identifying inefficiencies in current
processes, and advising the industry.
Jan Erik has experience on all four
sides of the sourcing and vendor
governance lifecycle - as a client, an
industry analyst, a service provider
and an advisor. Now as a research
director, principal analyst and global

head of ISG Provider Lens™, he is very
well positioned to assess and report
on the state of the industry and make
recommendations for both enterprises
and service provider clients.
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Methodology
About
Our Company
& Team& Research

The ISG Provider Lens™ Quadrant
research series is the only service
provider evaluation of its kind to
combine empirical, data-driven
research and market analysis with
the real-world experience and
observations of ISG’s global advisory
team. Enterprises will find a wealth
of detailed data and market analysis
to help guide their selection of
appropriate sourcing partners, while
ISG advisors use the reports to validate
their own market knowledge and make
recommendations to ISG’s enterprise
clients. The research currently covers
providers offering their services across
multiple geographies globally.

ISG Research™ provides
subscription research, advisory
consulting and executive event
services focused on market trends
and disruptive technologies driving
change in business computing.
ISG Research delivers guidance
that helps businesses accelerate
growth and create more value.
For more information about ISG
Research subscriptions, please
email contact@isg-one.com,
call +1.203.454.3900, or visit
research.isg-one.com.

For more information about
ISG Provider Lens research,
please visit this webpage.
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ISG (Information Services Group)
(Nasdaq: III) is a leading global
technology research and advisory
firm. A trusted business partner to
more than 800 clients, including
more than 75 of the world’s top
100 enterprises, ISG is committed
to helping corporations, public
sector organizations, and service
and technology providers achieve
operational excellence and faster
growth. The firm specializes in
digital transformation services,
including automation, cloud and data
analytics; sourcing advisory; managed
governance and risk services;
network carrier services; strategy
and operations design; change
management; market intelligence and
technology research and analysis.

Founded in 2006, and based in
Stamford, Conn., ISG employs more
than 1,300 digital-ready professionals
operating in more than 20 countries—
a global team known for its innovative
thinking, market influence, deep
industry and technology expertise, and
world-class research and analytical
capabilities based on the industry’s
most comprehensive marketplace
data.For more information, visit
www.isg-one.com.
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